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Makda, what are your qualifications?-— I am a 
clerk in the employ at present Eric Singer.

A clerk. You were formerly in the employ of 
James Kant or and Partners ?— That is so*

Do you hold any degrees?— -Yes, I hare a B.A.
at the University of the Wltwatersrand, and I have just

Uwritten my final one subject in the Attorney*s submission)
Examination* 10

Attorney's Submission Ejcamination. When did you
-- ....— ̂  ~ 4 /a*?***4! .T w a a  a n d



I.E. MAKDA*

Clerk.
As an Articled Clerk. I am not going to ask 

you what your duties were there then, because I am only 
interested in the period\l~961, 62, 63) At beginning of 
July 1961, what was your position with the firm then?— -
.......My Articles had expired and I stayed on with the
film as aa ordinary clerk.

As an ordinary clerk?— — Yes.
Yes, and what were your duties?-— ! did all the 

work I did two yeare previously, except that I wasn't 
allowed to go to Jourt or interview prisoners in court. 1<

You were not allowed?— -Ho, I was disqualified..
And who were the members of the partnership, 

when you joined in 1956? What changes took place 
thereafter?— There were no partners when Mr. Kantor 
opened his practise in 1956.

I can't hear?— -#hen I joined the firm, I joined 
the firm Melsteia and Kantor.

Bdelstein and Kantor?-— And a few months later 
Mr. Kantor and Mr. Melstein split partnership, and I 
joined Mr. Kantor, although he was practising under 20 

the Hame of James Kantor and Partners, he was on his own.
He was on his own. Did anybody join him?— - 

Subsequently yes, Mr. Zwarenstein and Mr. Joffe joined 
him.

Zwarenstein and Mr* Joffe. For the purpose of 
record, is Mr. Joffe you refer to, is that the instruc
ting attorney in this case?-- Yes.*-

Hot for Mr. Kantor, but the instructing attorney 
for the other accused?— Yes.

Bight then, under what name did that further
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long.
Yes, and then what happened?— And then Mr.

Wolpe joined the firm.
Mr. Wolpe joined the firm. When did he join the 

firm?— Towards the end of 1959/60, the beginning of *60.
And the partnership now traded under...conducted 

a profession under what style?— It wasn’t a partner
ship. Mr. folpe was articled to Mr. Kantor.

Yes?— -If I recall correctly, and the firm was 
still oonducted under the name of Kantor, Zwarenstein 10 
and Partners.

Did Mr. folpe conclude his articles?— -Yes, to 
the best of my knowledge, yes.

And any change in the style?— Subsequently the 
fins was called James Kantor and Partners#

James Kantor and lartners, and who in fact, were 
the partners?— Mr. James Kantor and Mr. Harold Wolpe.

And Mr. Wolpe. Mr. Kantor and?— Harold Wolpe.
Did Mr. Kantor have his own office?— -His own 

private office, yes. 20
j| |Did Mr. Wolpe have his own office?— That is so.

And did you have an office?— -That is right.
Any blinds in your office?— Yes.
1*1 copime back to that later. Did Mr. Wolpe have 

blinds in his office?— -Yes. All the offices....
All the offices were furnished with Venetian 

blinds?— Venetian blinds, with the exception of one.
Now, did you know a man...well I think there is 

no dispute about this, Mr. Kantor is accused No. 8 in 
this case?— That is so. 30

Harold Wolpe ofcourse. is not with us at the
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jjfin politics?-- Yes, I did.

Do you know whether he maintained that interest 
whilst he was a member of the firm James Kantor and 
Partners?-— Yes.

I Can you tell whether that fact was known to the
office?— -I am unable to say that.

Unable to say. As far as you are concerned, did 
he continue with his political activities?— Yes.

In fact, what did you call him in the office?^/ 
You can say it, its quite in order?— I used to often 10 
call him a Communist.

Well you can give us the full title?- - 4  used 
to call him "you bloody communist".

"You bloody communist", in the office?— Yes.
And what waw his answer to that?— Well, he used 

to call me a raCiglist.
Call you a racialist in reply. How did you 

know how the office was run?-— Yes.
Who had signing power of cheques, during this 

period?— That is during the time James Kantor and Part-2< 
ners, was a partnership between Mr. Kantor and Mr.
Wolpe, or prior to that?

That is the only time I am referring to?— -There 
were three people who had signing powers originally, 
namely Mr, James Kantor, Mr. Harold Wolpe and Mr,
Abraham Kantor.

Yes, Abraham Kantor being the late father of 
Mr. Kantor?— That is so.

Anybody else thereafter?— Yes, thereafter I had 
the power to sign cheques. 30

You also had a power to 3ign cheques, and do

4. • I.E. MAKDA.
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Now let me put in straightaway, that’s out of 
context, but for a good reason, this file. Do you re
cognise it? (File handed to witness)? Don’t look inside, 
just the answer?— —Ho, I do not recognise this file.

I mean can you tell me where the file comes from? 
— — Yes, it comes from the office of James Kantor and 
Partners.

Now, this file, there is a number there?— There 
is a number 5275*

5275* Is that a file kept in the office of JanesX 
Kantor and Partners?— It is supposed to be*

light, do you recognise the cover?— Yes.
Do you recognise the number in blue?— Yes.
And whose handwriting is on it?— The handwriting 

is that of Mr. folpe.
The handwriting is that of Mr. folpe. EXHIBIT «KI" 

HAKDKD IN TO 000&E. And the handwriting of Mr. folpe, 
contends the word "file - Minister’s Order,"mid in the 
corner "Spark"?— That is so.

Is that the usual procedure adopted with regard 20 
to the filing system, that you have a subject matter 
on top, and when the file is disposed of you put "file"?—  
That is so.

Allright, I want you to open it now, and tell us 
what is the first document there? The very first one?— —  
The first document is the Magaeine headed "Spark", Mandela 
visit to Africa*

Its Headed "Spark"?-- Yes.
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Well we shall lead evidence as to that in due 
course. How I want you to turn to the cover. What 
does the cover show? I’m referring to the cover of that 
hook?— —It’s headed "Spark* and it read© "Kaudella’s 
visit to Africa".

"Mandela’s visit to Africa", and there’s a big 
photogrpah there?— There’s a big photograph.

Let me Interrupt againv do you know Mandela?—  
Yes, I do.

Who la he?— Accused Ho. 1 in this case. 10
fas he in any way connected with the firm?— Ho, 

te was not*
Was he a client of the firm?— Yes, I think he was 
Did he ever come to/rf the firm?—  Yes, on a few 

occasions*
Cto a few occasions. Ho don’t turn it over so 

quickly, I am not finished with it yet. How there’s 
a photograph there of Mandela?— That Is so.

Taken with whom?— I do not recognise the other 
two persons. 20

You don’t recognise the other two persons* Right* 
How would you please be so kind as to read the 

subscription to that photograph?— (Witness reads, as 
requested by Mr. Yutar).

Yes, it says "more pictures on pages 4 and 5"?—
Yes.

How let’s take those pictures in turn. The top 
one?— "Mandela*s visit to Africa? Left* Is a photograph 
of Mandela with a person I don’t recognise*

The subsor Iption, yes?-(Witness reads sub- 30 
script!on)*
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You recognise his photo?— Yes, I do.
And the subscription reads?™(Witness quotes 

from subscription)•
And do yea iaiow what the F.L.F. t tu.ads for ?— — 

Nof I do not.
You don't know. Allright, we'll lead the evidence 

in due course. How, those are the 1so pictures on that 
page, light now the next page?— — There is also another 
photograph of Mr. Mandela with two others whom I do 
not recognise. 10

And the subscription reads?— ( itness reads 
subscription). There is also another photograph...

They don't mention names here? That's right, 
there are no name© t-.anti one d. Two other >.!«aisian Gov
ernment representatives there, sitting around a table?—  
It appears to be round a table.

Bight, now further about that?— >Mandela with a 
gentleman in a military or uniform. (Heeds subscription). 

You don't know who he is?— — No, I don't.
We shall lead evidence of somebody who met him,20 

to give evidence in this court. Now would you pass that 
to His Lordship please, and then he can show it...(Handed 
to the Court). ML/.'.ag JQ.A HANDED IN‘IQ - -JRT.

I just waat to refer to one other document there. 
(Handed back to Mr. Yutar). Now just one other book 
there, and that is entitled?— "Fighting Talk*.

"Fighting Talk", published on what date?— -Fe
bruary 1963.

Printed by?— Published by the person at Box 
1355. It is on the first page. 30

Rirfrfc- now e.11 I am interested in is the tshoto—
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Five* Juat give us the names?— — 3huma Nokwe.
Dhuma Nokwe?-— -loses Kotana.
Moses Kotana?— Robert Re aha.
Robert Resha, yes?-— Oliver Tambo, and Tennlssen 

Makawana.
Those are the five people mentioned, and what 

is the subscription to that composite phot© of that 
five?— -(fitness read®)*

The A.ff.C. Team abroad. Do you know what the 
A.M.U* stands for?-— Its the African Rational Congress. 10

African National Congress. How could I just 
mark that and hand to his Lordship. jgCiiI21X *£1.3*
HAHBSD IK TO JQURT*

How the other documents, it is only fair to 
state, contain advice, legal documents on which legal 
opinion was sought, and in fact obtained?— That is so.

That will be then exhibit »K1« (handed back to 
Court). How I would like to deal with the people who 
visited the office of James Kantor and Partners, and I 
am going to make here a division - the people visiting 2C 
before the time when communication between communists 
was prohibited, and after. How will you tell his Lord
ship who visited the offices of James Kantor and Part
ners before that restriction was brought into law?— - 
Dr* Yutar you are asking me the most impossible question* 
Hundreds of thousands of people must have visited.

What I mean, people with a political affiliations?
-- The political affiliations that I know of included
Mr. Slsulu.

I hat * s Accused f?o^2?— no. 2. Hr. JCathrada. 3 ©
See used Ho* 5*— Mr* Bernstein*



Allright, Mr* and Ira* Hodgson. Sight?— Mr. 
and Mrs. Harmel.

Hr. and Mrs. Barmel. You Bay you know Ho. 1?—  
Yes. I knew him*

Was ho a client of the firm? Bid he visit the 
firm?— — Yes , once or twice.

Once or twice?— Some time ago*
Yes, so you have mentioned Ho* 1, No. 2. No* 3t 

did he visit the office?-No, I don't know Accused No*3*
You don't know him. No, 4?-- No, I don't know 1

Accused No. 4.
No. 6, you've mentioned?— Yea My Lord.
No. 7, do jou know?— I don't know.
No. 9 end 10?— No.
Now do you iaaow Goldrieeh?— I have heard of him. 

1 don't know him*
You don't know him. Vivian Jzra?-— Yes.
When did he visit the office, before or after?—

Before.
Before. Julius First?— Yes. 20
Did he visit ?— After.
After, rl^ht* Michael Harmel?— Yes.
Before or after?— Before and after*
Before and after. Soli Alexander Hepple?— No. 
Mosey John Jack Hodgson?— Is that Mr. Hodgson? 
Yes?— Yes, he came.

BY TK£ COUagi I don't follow that, before or after this 
restriction?— Before and after.
EXAMINATION BY MS. YUfAB (CONTINUED)*

Ronald Ronnie Kassrils?-1 don't know him.
You don't know him. Moses Kotanl?— I don't 30 

know him*
John Joseph Mar*?— Yes, before*



Before* Johannes Modes©?--1 don’t know him# 
George Nayter?— I don’t know him#
Billy Hayer?— I don't know him#
Look Smart Suwande Hgundle(?) ?— I don't know

him.
Philemon Bhume Nokwe?— I know him, but he 

was at the office before.
Before.James Dube Badebe?— - I don't know him. 
Robert £eshwa(?) ?— I don't know him.
Joseph Joe lovo?— I know him, but he didn't 10 

visit out offices#
He did not visit the offices# Harold Straohan? 

— I don't know him#
Oliver Tambo?— I don't know him#
Benjamin iJurok?— 'Yes#
Before or after?— Before#
Cecil George williams?-- Yes#
Before or after?— It was only before#
Before. Row when these people arrived at the

office, the period before the restriction who saw them 20
and where?-— Mr. Wolpe in his office#

In his office. Bid they go direct to his office,
or did they go the waiting room before?— There is a 
waiting room.

There is a waiting room, so what would be the pro
cedure?— They had to advise the receptionist of their 
presence, and the person they wanted to see#

And then they would?— Well the person who was 
to be seen would tell the receptionist to send the person 
through. 30

Allright. How can you tell His Lordship, 
speaking generally, did they see Wolpe singly, or in pairs 
or more?— No, I presume at times singly, end at time
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a bookkeeper was there not? A Mrs. Schneider?— — Not at 
that stage.

I see, hut there was another bookkeeper at that 
stage?—— That is so*

Yea, hut the supervising of the administration 
and bookkeeping was done by Wolpe?-— That is so.

And are you aware that folpe consulted with Joffe 
about the installation of a mechanical system of bookkeeping 
— That's not within ray knowledge.

Are you aware that a mechanical system of book- 10 
keeping was installed?— 'Yes.

Can you say approximately when that was? Would that 
be about the end of I960 or early 19§1?**— •....

You don't want to keep any great precision on 
these dates, but is that in accordance with your recollec- 
tion?— That is true, about 1961.

How this mechanical system ©2 bookkeeping gave rise 
to the method to which you have referred in your evidence 
herej— That is so.

And it was a complete change-over from the old 20 
system?— That is so.

And we heard of the arrangements in regard to 
the installation, were in fact made by wclpe?— -That is so.

And he was the person who took the trouble to under
stand it, and who in fact, administered it?— That is so.

When did litre. ahneier come in as a bookkeeper?—
1 am unable to detect that, but she has been our bookkeeper 
for...

Is she quits a highly qualified and trustworthy 
person?— I am not aware of her qualifications, but she is 3( 
very efficient and trustworthy.
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In relation to your matters, and the matters you 
were handling, did you e w  come across any confusing or 
any serious mistakes?— tell, not serious mistakes, but 
confusion occasionally arose in the accounts*

I didn't hear that one?— I said, confusion occa
sionally arose in the accounts, in the matters that I 
dealt with occasionally.

Yes, hut on the whole the hooks were in very good 
order?— That is so*

How Makda I want you to give some sort of a 10 
picture to His Lordship of the life that was led by Mr* 
Kantor and the role played by him in this partnership, 
after the stage when Joffe left and Wolpe came in? How 
would you say first of all, that Mr. Kantor was a tremendous 
ly busy and hardworking attorney?-— Yes, I would.

Did he act in a great number of cases?— Yes.
Both criminal and civil?— -That is so.
Did he act for an astonishingly wide variety of

people?-- That is so.
From quite humble persona, who were charged with 20 

crime to eminent socialites, very wealthy and influential 
people, dealing with their private affaire?— -Ihat is so.

Would it be correct to say Mr. Makda, that at 
most times he wa® continually under a tremendously heavy 
pressure of work?—  Ehat is so.

The waiting room was always full of people waiting 
to see him?— -Very often there were large numbers of 
people to see him.

Yes, and he was very frequently away from the 
office and in court?— That is so* 30

He carried a heavy burden of court work himself?—
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during actions when ounsel were engaged?-— That is so.
And would it be fair to s4t^ that he was the person 

who was principally responsible for handling the difficult 
work in the firm ana bringing in the majority of the 
firm’s clients?— 'That is sc.

$Tow give His lordship eome idea of the layout of 
the offices. Can I put it to you thi* way - the client 
entering the office comes into a waiting room?— That is so.

In which there is a leeept 1 enlst?— Ihat is so.
There are two waiting rooms., 10

Yes?— And the African waiting room was in the 
back of the office, and the european waiting room was in 
the front of the office.

Yes* From these there ia a passage* which runs off, 
and there are a number of offices opening off this 
passage?-— -That is so*

Yes* low let us deal with the people who have 
their own different offices in the firm. Did you have an 
office of your «■»?— That is so*

Bid Mr* Wolpe have an office of his own?— That is20
so*

Throughout meet of the time that you were em
ployed there, did Mr. Abraham Kantor, the father of the 
accused, have an office of his own?— That is so.

Pealing with him, was he employed as a profes
sional assistant?— That is so.

He was a somewhat elderly gentlaman?— That is so*
He was not very healthy?— That is so*
But he was paid a salary and kept busy in the 

firm?— That is so* 3G
You had an office of your own?— Tec, I had*
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An Articled Clerk. Did he have an office?--
That is so.

And there was another clerk Sam Ford?— -That is so.
Did he have an office?— -He and Selvyn Klein shared 

an office. .
CjLc*

I see* Now there was a Mis® or Mrs. Bloom -a#«»d 
rhe collection department?-— That is so.

Did she have an office of her own?— Together 
with her typists.

Together with her typists. Was that typist a 10 
person called Strydom?— Her typist was a person called

r

Strydom and the lady who typed for me, also shared tnat 
office. The lady who typed for me and Selvyn Klein.

I see. Where did the office messengers?— %e
office messengers occupied an office with ...where the
non-european clients used to call.

Yes* And what about the bookkeeping department?
BY THB COURT: I don’t follow that* What office did 
the messengers occupy?— The same office as the reception 
office *£ for African clfents* 20
0BOSS—EXAMINATION BY ¥3 . COAKEH (COHTINUED):

Now that * s the office where the receptionist 
worked is it?-— No.

Not. Mow what about the bookkeeper Mrs. Schneier, 
did she have an office?-— Yea.
b And was the accounting done in that office?—
That is so.

And finally Mr. Kantor, had an office right at 
the end of the corridor, furthest away from the reception 
room?— That is so. 30

Wfttt ±tk vniiT* Irnnwl ** l r *  f a n t o r f a  Bjriirat©



is so*
And it was equipped with an inter-communication 

system, which enabled him to make contact with any depart
ment without leaving his office?— -That is so.

I suggest to you Kakda that his practice was to 
enter the office wherever ha came from and proceed imme
diately, once he had dealt with the desk to find out if 
there were any messages, to his own office?— That is so.

He would then close the door and by and large wfculd
Hnot be seen again on the premises until he left?— That is 

so.
And would communicate with people, staff members, 

partners and the like, by means of this inter—communication 
system?— That is so.

Would it be correct to say Mr. Makda that the 
work in this office was largely departmentalised? In the 
sense that Mi*. Kantor would deal with his own clients and 
his own matters?-— Yea, that is true.

That Wolpe would deal with his clients and his 
matters?— That is so. 20

You would aeal with your clients and your matters? 
— That is so*

Hr. . Kantor would deal with certain clients and 
certain classes of matters?— That is so.

Bid Mr. Kantor ever take an interest or interfere
with which other people were dealing?-- !o, very rarely*

I am suggesting to you that he was always under 
considerable pressure of work himself?-— That is so*

Have you ever been in to him and sought to discuss 
one of your own matters with him?— Yes* 30

How were you received?— I was told to look up

104. I.E. MAKDA.
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What about fees? Did Mr. Kantor intervene in 
the Question of how ranch yuu charge your clients by way 
of fees?-— It*

I 3ug;:-4at to you that you wore la ft i£L very wide 
discression in this matter?-— Jfull discresaion.

Full discression?— — fhat ia ao.
She same applied to Mr, Wolpe?-— *! presume ao.
1 suggest to you that you have never at any time 

had Mr. Kantor discussing the question of olpe’s fees 
w ith him?— -No* 10

1*11 take it a step further - did iir* Kantor know 
fhat matters you were hand ling, or how raany?— I don’t 
tiink he had any knowledge of the matters 1 had* If he did, 
he might have had © knowledge of a few matters only.

Did ha ever call you in and ask you to analyse 
what matters you were handling, how many they were, how 
much money they were producing and that sort of thing?—  
ftever.

As far as you know did he ever do that to Wolpe?—  
Hot to my knowledge. 20

And would it be correct to say that Mr. Kantor 
was so much involved with his own clients and his own mattei 
that he was moat of the time almost oblivious of what was 
happening in the rest of the organisation?— -I don’t know 
his state of mind, but he was a very busy can*

1 didn’t heux that?— -I wouldn’t be able to judge 
on his state of mind at any particular stage, but he 
was always a very busy man.

Yes* Mr* Eet.da you knew perfectly well, didn’t 
you, that Kr. Kantor did not take an interest in what 
other neor»le were doiti, . and he didn’t know what they
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Yes, and it was common knowledge in the firm 
was it not? fhat that was his attitude?-—-That is so, 

fo everybody?— —That is so.
How the people with signing powers, ona gathers 

rom the exhibits that have "been put in, were James 
Kantor, Is that right?— That is so.

And Harold folpe?-- That is so.
And yourself?---fhat is so.
And the late Abraham Kantor?— That is so.
And Mrs, Bloom apparently?— lo. 10
Mrs, Schneisr ohe bo kkeepr?— flat is so.
Yes, Anybody else?— fo.
Do you know why it was necessary to have so many 

people with siloing powers?— Sell, the.,,all the people 
mentioned didn't have the signing power, all in the same 
time. Originally Hr, J. Kantor, Lr, folpe ana Mr* A. 
Kantor had the signing power, and any of these three gen
tlemen could sign*

Yes?— It happened that ¥r. A, Kantor wasn't 
always very well, and on occasions stayed away from the • 
office, and that Mr. Kantor occasionally was out of the 
office more often the/, in the office, or *:r* olpe 
was out of the office, with the result that the cheques 
had to be signed, they had to be left over until two 
persons could be fount; to sign cheques*

So the cheques would accumulate until finally 
there were two oignaseries available?— That is so* Bvea- 
tually, a power of attorney was granted in my favour to 
endorse cheques with one of the other primers, but not
together with Mr, A, Kantor.

I beg your pardon?--— I was eventually given power

106. 1.3,, MAKM*

I
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Isee* Hot you and A# Kantor?—-—fhat1s right*
.But you ana any of t' e others?— -Ik., t is right. 
Yes, I see* How you said a moment ago, if I am 

not mistaken, that J, Kantor was out of the office
more often than he was in it?— Yes, beeau.se he was very 
often in the court, eud many tines out of town, in court. 

You say he spent week-ends at the farm?— 0ht 
yes he did spend week-ends at the farm, he very seldom 
came in on aturday coming*

Yes, so that, as you say there were times when 10 
miieques used to aoc mulate ^til there wore considerable
numbers of them waiting to be signed?— —Yes, that is so*

Yes, as a ret, It of the awkwardness about the
signing of cheques, did you ever know of cheques being
signed in blank ?— Yu>s,

B£d_you ever know of them being signed in blank 
 ̂ ~~ —    — ■ - ........—   —_________  ~2k

by James Xar.ter?-—-Yeo,
At the request of the bookkeeper?—— At the request 

of anybody*
Allright, at the request of WolpeV— Or at my 20

request**mmmmm
Or?— At my requert*
At your request* You would simply ©ay “I want a 

cheque for this purpose, you a re about to rush out of the 
office, will you please sign it", I never gave any expla-

j----*
nations, I ^ust asked M m  to sign a cheque, and p m  used 
to sign them*

You simply as :cd him to sign a cheque and he would 
sign it?— fhat *s right* 3<

Yes* Mr* was there a system in this office
that it was the responsibility of the bookkeeper to ensure
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And did she conscientiously carry out this fashion? 
-— As far a© I am aware, yea.

So it was safe to assume that no cheque would ever
yhe posted, sent away, unless it had heen ascertained tfefct 

it was a trust cheque, that there was money in the trust 
account, standing k/t the credit to the particular client, 
to cover that cheque?— Well that is fair to assume, 
because the instruction was given to each person, who 
had the authority to authorise cheques, was to check the 
Ledger Card before having a cheque issued* 10

Tea. Mr. Makda, Mr. Kantor trusted the members 
of his staff, did he not?— He did.

He left them in complete control of their opera
tions?— ®iat is so.

And apart from the activities of Harold Wolpe, 
do you know of any occasion that he had cause to regret 
this, or to think better of it?— On two occasions I 
clearly remember My Lord.

I beg your pardon?— I remember two ocoasions very 
clearly. 20

Yes, tell us about them?— The first occasion 
was when the leoeptionist/Cashier had the right to deposit 
the previous day's takings, and this Beoeptionist/Cashier, 
and there was no check kept on the banking, with the result 
that ahe under-banked on various occasions to the extent 
of £500/£600.

ate kept pat. a lot of money back?— That is so. 
And thereafter there was a change in the system, 

and there was a daily check on cash received?— That is so, 
and the deposit. 30
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evay morning.

You had the burden of doing most of it?— Shat*a
right.

And Mr. Kantor himself personally, did it very 
aeldom?— Very a ©Idem#

Ye©, and the other ocoaaion?— Mr. Wolpe did the 
checking.

Belt 41B The other occasion you were about to refer to
some thing?— Oh, whan an African employe«m«sBenger, was 
given the authority* • * everybody at that stage had the 10 
authority to draw revenue stamp©*

And he abuaed that authority did he?— And he abuse< 
that authority, in that he used to debit fictitioua or 
non-existent clients and draw stamp©**.revenue stamps.

And he successfully got away with thia for a 
number of years, did he not?— For a long period of time. 

Yea, eventually he wae found out?— fhat ia ao.
•**ut I am talking about the particular member© of 

the staff, we*ve been talking of with signing powers, 
that ia yourself, Wolpe, A. Kantor and Mrs. Schneier, 20 
there waa no occasion, when that aystem led to any abuse?—  
Hot to my knowledge*

Hr. Makda, there have alwaya been large numbers of 
afriean clients in your business?— There have bean very 
large numbers of afriean clients*

With afrieanwaes?— That is so.
And that is particularly true, I suppose of the 

criminal aide of the practice, and the third-party work?—  
fhat is so.

Yes, and in reoent years, would you say that the 3( 
amount of third-party work has inoreaaed fairly substan
tially?— -fhat is so*

So that the number of thirt-party claims ha© grown?
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in pairs and more.
How was there any change in the procedure when 

this restriction became law, preventing communication 
between communists?— — Yes,

Bid you receive any instructions?— -Yes.
Prom whom?**— Mr, Wolpe,
Prom Mr. Wolpe, What were those instructions?-—  

fhat if people prohibited^,js ^ces,
they wo)^AMMk.JLm me,... m.ipi.1 '

fhey would ask for you?— -Yes, 10
Yes?— And that I would have to ask them to come 

into my office, and then advise Mr, folpe, either IW
advised him or the receptionist advised him, and then I 
had to leave my office, when Mr, Wolpe saw the parson 
concerned.

How did they come to you singly, or in pairs or 
in larger groups?— -Singly,

And how did they gather in the office? Singly 
or more?— -Ifr. Wolpe and the person came.

Wolpe and the person. Was there any occasion 2G 
when there was more than two persons, that is including 
Wolpe and,,,?— Ho I can’t recall.

You can’t recall. And did you take any other 
precautions, as far as your office was concerned, when 
such people arrived?— I was instructed to close my 
Venetian blinds.

%  whom?—— By Mr. Wolpe.
By Mr, Wolpe. Bid you do so?— Yes, I did.
You did, and can you give his lordship some es

timate of the time that they so spent in your office?— 3C 
Well, usually it was a very short visit.
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— That is so*
How Is it correct that mos the european third- 

party claims was handled hy Wolpe?— That is so.
And most of the non-european third-party claims 

were handled by yourself?— fhat is so.
But quite a few of those also, of course, hy /olpe?-* 

A few afriean clients, for third-party claims were handled 
hy Wolpe.

Yes, and with reference to third-party claims, 
would it happen that substantial sums of money would come 1< 
into the office and go out of the office?— That is so.

ZtZs in the nature of that sort of work, is it not?
— fhat is so.

How with regard to criminal matters, in the nature
of that sort of work is it not, that large sums of money
come into the office arid go out?— They go out in the sense 
of paying bail or...

In the sense that bail has frequently to be found, 
sometimes in large amounts?— Yes,

If you have a large number of X&ents on one day 2€ 
in connection with different people's bail, you may re- 
oeive substantial amounts in cash?— That is so.

And if you have to find bail for a number of 
clients on one day, you may have to pay out substantial 
amounts of cash?— -ib t is so.

In regard to such matters, cash cheques would some
times be made out?— That is so.

I want to turn, before we go further, to the epi
sode when you delivered a parcel at Mr. Wolpe1s request, 
to Mr. Sepel*. You know the instance to which I am re- 30 
ferring?— Yes, I remember that incident*
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of the firm?— -No.-
fhat you were to go out, get a receipt and behave 

in a noxml and official sort of way?— -fhat is true.
He asked you as personal favour to him to carry 

a parcel across to Hr. Sepel?— -fhat is so.
I take it that nobody else in the office, except 

you and Wolpe, knew about that episode?-— ! wouldn't be 
able to answer the question.

You can't point to anybody who knew about it?—  10 
1 didn't hear the question.

You can't indicate anybody who knew about it?— -lo. 
Cto. much the same basis asif he had asked you to 

go out and pick up his drycleaning for him, or something 
like that?— fhat is so.

I want to turn back Mr, Makda, to the personality
of Mr, A, Kantor. You have told us he was elderly andreallynot very well. Is it correct that he took no
interest in other people's work or matters at all?-- Never
took interest in anybody elee's matters at all. . 2

And he would sign virtually anything that was put 
before him?— -fhat is so.

Without query and without looking at it?— That is
so.

fhis must have been known to Wolpe?— ! fresume so. 
fell me about Mrs. Bloom's actions. Bid she runs 

the Collection Departwefct?— -fhat is so.
Did she have a large number of collections?— A 

very large number of collection matters.
And as a result of those collections, did some 10 

of the money come in?— -fhat is so.

111. 1.1, MAKDA.
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I think there was one client called Eastern Credit 
which required individual payments in regard to every 
collection that was mad#?— Shat is true.

So that whether it was HI,000-00 or 1*5,000-00, 
on a hire purchase contract for a mot of car, or 150-00 
on a little matter, there had to he an individual cheque 
made out the following day and sent off to western Jredit?— 
Well, I don't know the following day, hut there had to he 
an individual cheque In respect of Western iredit.

Yes, they couldn't simply collect these monies 10 
into the trust account and then pay them out at the end of 
the month in a single cheque?— No.

Mr. Makda, it was your function in the firm was it 
not, to draw bills of costs, when they had to be drawn?-—  
Yes.

On the whole, in criminal matters, is It ever 
necessary to draw a bill of costs?— Ho.

In criminal matters, the firm works for an agreed 
fee?**— That is so.

On the whole in third-party claims, and that sort 2( 
of matter, do they tend to get settled?— -That is so.

As a rule, are bills of costs drawn, or are agreed 
amounts settled?— Very often agreed amount© of fees are 
settled.

Yes. With regard to things like the registration 
of a company, that would be done for an agreed fee would it 
not?— -That is so.

You told us in your evidence what Mr. Kantor's fee 
was, and what your fee was?— That is so.

So, no bills of costs?— Ho, bills of costs. 30
Ra rmnlfi m .  h ± ^ h .  O f
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How Mr. Makda, you have Indicated to ray learned 
friend that it was the practice, I think you may have 
said the usual practice, to make notes on the covers of 
the firm?—— Well, that is the usual practice in any firm 
of attorneys.

Tee, How how many firas of attorneys have you 
worked for Mr, Makda?— Two firms of attorneys.

Two firms. Do you mean Bdelstein and Kantor?-—  
That's right#

And Kantor said Partners?-— That's right, 10
Shat is this firm in its two various names?— That

is so.
And do you say that you personally adhered to 

this practice of making notes on covers of everything 
that happens?— Ho,

You sometimes failed to do so?— Yes,
Mr, Makd% isn't this the position? That firstly, 

if you anticipate the necessity for drawing a hill of 
costs and taxing it, it will become necessary to make 
notes on the cover?— I agree with you. 20

But that there are many types of matters, in which 
it is wholly unnecessary to do so?— That is bo.

And therefore that there are many types of matters 
in whlcfc, in this office , to your knowledge, no notes 
whatsoever, were ever made?-— I would agree with you.

In fact I would like to suggest to you that 
it was rather the exception than the rule to find any 
detailed notes on covers?— -I agree with you,

1 beg your pardon?— -I agree with you.
Row Mr. Makda I want to put before you a cover 30 

which I am instructed is one of your matters. Its the
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a matter that you handled?—--*Yes.
What is on the cover?— The name the Delrio, o/o 

(Inaudible} a# Mr. J. IcKenzle.
Yes, is there any note there?— — She word "file". 
Written in whose handwriting?— My handwriting.

BY THE COURTt The word "file?-- Yes.
050SS—35CAMINA TION BY ?-ft. CQAK3R (OONTINUSD) t

No other note whatsoever on the outside or on the 
inside of that cover?— Inside of the cover is the instruc
tions. 10

You hfcave a separate piece of paper with something 
on it, but not instructions?— That is so.

Yes, have you made any note on the file itself?-—
No.

Can you give any explanation as to why, there is 
no note on that file?— I cannot give any explanations.

I don't hear?— I cannot given an explanation.
You cannot. ê'll send that file up to His 

lordship.
m m .  C0AK5R TO C0U3Tt My Lord I don't propose to hand iS® 
these files. They are available to my learned friend 
of course, and....
BY THE COURT# It is impoitont for me to know exactly what 
this matter is about. I see you wrote a latter of demand?—  
That is so.

#hst happened further?-— I got no further instruc
tions from my client.

You got no further instructions?— 2hat is so.
So the matter was rejected?— That is so. 

gaOSS—EXAMINATION BY IS. OOAEBfl (CONTINUES)i 30
Can vou tell the Court whether your letter of
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It dldnot. I see. Now let me put before you 
another of your files, that of Caspar Hg&bani.
BY THE gOU5Tt I take it that last matter you refer to, 
youdidn't charge a fee, or yousould have noted it on 
the file?—— I did not. The matter was that of a friend 
of mine*
oaoss-m m m o f f  by joaksb (johihtojp)!

It was afrlemd of yours, ao you charged no fee?—
I did not in that instance, charge a fee My Lord.
M  THS CQ03T8 If you had arranged for a fee, would you 10 
have entered that on the cover?— Yes.

Or would you remember it yourself?— I would have 
put the fee on the cover when I filed the cover away* 
QjftSS-flm-'IHATICg m  ■-■■■-4 UOAKES (dOWTIfflLiP)!

Sow this matter, this file I*ve put before you, 
the matter of Hgabani. la there any note on the outsid# 
of that cover?— -;#ith the exception of the name and the 
reference of the matter, and the word "file" in my hand
writing, nothing further.

Ho, and on the inside do you find any notes?-—  20
H>.

There are papers inside the file from which you 
can find yout what it was about?— That is so.

Yes, and if you had to tax a bill on that file, I 
suppose you could find out enough about it to do so?—
That is so.

But you didn't deem it necessary to make any notes 
on the outside of the cover or the inside of the cover as 
such?— That is so*

Was there any money paid in in connection with 30
that matter?— There doesn’t appear to be on the cover
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ease. iei|nd/there anything sinister about the fact that 
you made no notes on the inside or the outside of that 
cover?— -$o.

Will you just tuna that cover up so His lordship 
can see what it looke like. ^Witness shows file to Court-). 
How I would like Mr. akda to show you another of your filei 
How will you just read what * s on the cover of that file?—  
She name of the client and the reference of the matter.

Do you find any notes there?— Ho. 1<
Do you find any dates when the matter was put 

off or diarsied?— 1 just filed. The word -file** appears 
in my handwriting.

Just the word "file’*. How correct me if I'm 
wrong, fhat is a Supame Court Action, is it not?— -fhat 
is so.

Look inside at the papers?— I am aware of the
data.

You are aware of the contents of that file?—  
fhat is so. 20

I see. Did that matter actually go to trial?—
Ho.

Did it go the stage of pleadings?— Yes, it went 
to pleadings.

Was Counsel instructed on pleadings?— Yes. I did 
not do the original part of the action. It was brought 
to me at the close of pleadings.

Yes, who did the initial part?— Attorney Eraser 
and Kramer.

Yes, did you have consultations with clients in 30 
that matter?-— HumerouB.
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Did you have to tax a bill?— -Ho*
As ...If you had had to tax a bill, no doub,t 

you could have ascertained from the contents of that file 
sufficient information to say what your attendances were 
and what you had don©?— fhat is so.

Now looking at that file itself, can you ascertain
what monies came in and what monies went out in connection
with that matter?— ! o*

Prom the cover itself?-— Ho.
What happened to that matter? #as it settled?—  1C 

It was settled.
And as a result of that was there a payment, either 

in or out?— -There were payments received and payments out.
Yes, and if he wanted to find out anything about 

those payments, he would have to go to bookkeeping system, 
wouldn*t you?— That is so.

You couldn*t find it on the cover itself?— It would 
have meant a lot of work to find the information required.

Yes. Is it not the purpose of a mechanical book
keeping system to obviate the unnecessary making of manual2»] 
notes about all stages and all aspects of natters?-1
wouldn’t be able to answer that question.

I suggest it to you Mr. Makda. If you give it a 
moment's thought, is that not the reason why one instals 
a mechanical bookkeeping system, to try and obviate the 
time spent otherwise on continually makin0 manual notes?—  
My lord my knowledge of bookkeeping is so wide that I 
will be able to ...

So you can't Jeal with that fuestion?-— Ho.
But at any rate, once the mechanical bookkeeping 3€
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might be true.
Yes. Mr. Makda, I could continue this process, 

you will agree, to enormous proportions?-- fhat is so.
I could take a lorry load of files from your 

offices over here, I could hand them to you one by one, 
couldn't i?-- fhat is true.

And one by one they would find that the making 
of detailed notes on covers was more the exception than 
it was the rule?-- It is true.

Yes, put it this way Mr. Makda. Isn't true that 10 
different people operate in different ways?-— $hat is so.

Some attorneys make extremely detailed notes of 
every step they take?-— fhat is so.

Others, eminent attorneys, never make a note, or 
virtually never make a note on a iover?-— fhat is so.

What they do, the action they take is to befound 
in the cover or somewhere in the bookkeeping system?-—  
fhat is true.

And to a great extent it is kept in the mind of
the particular attorney?-— fo that extent, yes. 2(

Yes. Now you look at one of your covers, without
a note on the cover. You can tell me that that is a
matter in which you had numerous consultations?-- fhat is
true.

And you can tell me that amounts of money were 
paid in, and was paid out?-— fhat is true.

Now let’s take different categories of matters,
^ust to see what you think about note making, fake a 
criminal case. You would normally see the client and take 
a statement from him, would you not?-- las, that's true.30

Suppose you have to get bail for him, would there
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You say it should be on the cover?-—-Ia that the
amount.

Yes?— -Yes, its normally put on the cover.
But in many instances it might not be on the 

cover. Do you agree?— It * s true.
What you would do, was if you looked through the 

accounting system, we would find that a certain amount of 
cash was deposited with the magistrate, Johannesburg, 
and a bail bond was give* for it?— It is true.

And you would find that on such an occasion when 10 
cash was deposited ittth the Magistrate, that a cheque 
was drawn on the same day for the same amount as that 
cash?— It is true.
BY THE COURT; I don*t quite follow all that Fr. Coaker.
How would the bookkeepr know. How when a client comes in 
and gives you say 350-00 for bail, you don*t make any 
note on the cover, tviat presumably according to Mr.
Coaker, you would give that £50000 to your bookkeeper?—
To the fleceptioniat/Oashier My Lord,

To your Receptionist/Cashier. Now does that mean 2C 
that you would have to go and verbally tell her this is 
Mr. So-and-so?-— That is so.

Deposit the i»oney« Open an account for him and 
put it in his name?— — Jo. The fie ceptionie t/oaahier would 
then issue a receipt.

Yes?— And the bookkeeper would than open an 
account, when she goes through the Receipt Book to enter...

I mean instead of writing it in the file* you would 
to walk there and give her verbal instructions ?— Eot to 
the bookkeeper.

Who would you give the instructions to?-— The
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Five/ten minutes, but...?— but on one occasion 
I oan*t remember who the person was, who saw Mr. Wolpe 
in my office, the time was about Ik hours.* 9 JfcS ̂SSmMSSSk

l£ hours, sad what did you do, when you were 
sort of evicted fma your own office?—  cell, I walked 
around the office*

.. ' • ',V;: 't ■'* 'v ; :
You walked around the office, and did the staff 

see you walk around the office?— Yes*
They did* Bid you ever have occasion to go back 

to your office whilst these meetings were on?— Yes. 10
Did you notice anything when you entered the 

office? Did the conversation continue?— No.
What happened, tell His Lordship?— Immediately

stopped*
Conversation immediately stopped, and did it 

remain stopped whilst you were in the office?— That • s 
right.

Than you left?-- Yes, I left.
Any such, meetings take place during the lunch

20hour?— Yes, do you mean after or before the restriction?
Before and after?— Well before, afterwards I

.. ■ vdon't think they were during lunch hours.
Before but after you don’t think so. Allright. 

Did you ever pay any visits to Wolpe»s office...Mr. 
olpe's house?— Yee, I did.

Can you recall any particular occasion, that 
you went there...?— Yes, it was some time in 1961. He 
invited me to dinner at his house.

In his house, and who did you see there?— A 
Large number of people, about twenty. 30

Who were there?— It appeared to me members of
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You would simply send your client there to go 
and pay the money?*— -I may take him there or go myself 
or leave it in there.

And then the aoney would toe paid in# and what 
would happen to the receipt, wouldn’t that come into your 
file?-— Yes.

You mean you would get the receipt back and the 
bookkeeper will put it in your file?-— >£hat is so, not 
from the bookkeeper, from the tray alongside the Eeoep- 
tionist/Cashier*s desk My Lord. iThe first copy of the 10 
original receipt which has to be given to the client is 
given to the client. In many instances not, but the 
second copy was then torn by the cashier arid left in the 
tray for people to collect, their receipts.

But now who would collect it? Would you then 
go and see whether there is anything belonging to the 
various files around?—— Well, sainly the secretaries 
employed by eaoh person or is working for eafh person, 
would go in the morning or in the afternoon or sometime 
during the day. Sort out the receipts, and letters she 20 
recognises as being uondled by a particular person, and 
hand that over to him, or alternatively put in the 
receipt herself.

1 don’t see how the mechanical bookkeeping system 
helps that very much, I mean you still have to get the 
document back in your file, would’nt you, the receipt of 
money that is paid in, not so?-— 2he receipt yes. 
OBOSS-aCAkHtATlOET M  .t. COAKM ( JQSIUIU&tf) %

We’ll take such a oase. She monies have been depo
sited with the lieceptionist/Oashier and the receipt has 30 
been issued?— fhat is ao.
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1 take it there are several different ways in 
which that cash might be obtained?-— That is so*

If there was a large amount of cash in the office 
•feat day, cash would s i b e  taken out of the cash box wouli 
it not?— fhat is true.

And the necessary 2, or 3 or 8500-00, would be 
handed to the Magistrate as bail?--— That is so.

How in order to balance that amount of cash that 
had been taken out of fche cash box* would juot a cheque
be drsto?— That is so, 10
SUvZS

Payable either to cash or to w l w ?— That is so*
And debiting of the cheque to the client's

account?-- That is so*
So you would find, amongst the cheques on such an 

occasion, a cheque payable to garles or a cheque payable
to cash?--That is so.

Then you or some other member of the staff would 
go off and deposit the bail with the Magistrate?-— fhat Its 
00#

And receive a bail bond?— That is so. 20
The conclusion of the matter, now let us assume 

that your client, was either acquitted or convicted, his 
bail would then be recovered from the Magistrate?— — That 
is so*

And at that stage, corresponding entries would be 
made on his ledger Card in respect of fees. Is that right? 
— That is so.

And in respect of any refund that there might be? 
— And in respect of••••

And in respect of disbursements?— In respect of 30 
the refund of the bail by the Magistrate.
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Yes?— x'hat v?ould be also a further entry.
That would also appear on the Ledger Card, yes.

Ft U S With regard to the retention of original receipts in 
Mr. Makda is it not a common thing in your office that a 
client simply doesn't wait for his receipt?— It often 
happens.

And is it not a common thing too, that a client 
knows you well and trusts you implicitly?--—Yes, that is 
true also.

And is it not the case that there are nany hundreds 1( 
of files probably, in this office, we haven't been through 
them all, in which you will find original receipts as 
well as dpulicates and triplicates?— Very large numbers 
of files.

A very large number of files, and in some files 
you will find a very large number of original receipts too? 
Where there have been repeated payments by the client?— - 
That is true.

Yes. Is that done with any sinister motive?--
Hot on my part* 20

And if you came across a file in which there was 
an original as well as a duplicate receipt, would your 
suspicions be aroused, would you think something extraordi
nary is going on?-— Ho,

With regard to this mechanical system and how it 
helps Mr. Makda, do you understand how to read the Ledger 
Cards?-— I understand to read the first portion of the 
card only.

Belt 421 Only the first portion?— Hot the other portion.
Yes, and can I just put it to you in broad out- 3( 

line that the other portion relates to the Internal adminis-
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the business account and the trust account?— -That is so.
So that a person understanding one of these 

card on looking, provided that it is up to date, can see 
at a glance whaf the position is?-— That is true.

And would not, therefore, have to call for the 
cover or to examine the manual notes, if any that have 
been made on the cover?— -That»s true.

But by calling for this card could see immediately 
both what the total position was and what the trust

10account position was, and what the business account position 
was?— fhat is true.

And it is not necessary to add up columns of 
figures, as in a manual bookkeeping system and finally 
arrive at a total, because in eaoh step or operation in 
this sytem, the new totals are given?-That is so,

Yes, so long as this sytem is properly operated, 
it would always be up to date within a day or two?— That 
is so.

And usually completely up to date?— That is true.
How Mr, Makda, before I go any further, I want 20

to show you a document, which must be in the possession of
my learned friend, and that is a requisition slip which 
Aould be dated September the 28th 1962, relating to cheque 
Ho. 4249, a cheque made out to cash for R15O-G0. I will 
give you the Exhibit Ifumber of that cheque shortly, I 
wonder if we may have that document from my learned 
friend. It relates to Exhibit K.ll I am informed.
BY THE OQUxiT: What is the cheque Humber?-— She cheque
number My Lord, is 4249, and it should be attached to
in the triplicate of the cheque book. 30
BY DR. YUTAB TO OQtHTi It wil be 1.95 Wy Lord?-- 1 beg
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AT THIS STAGS TH3 COURT ADJOURNS FOR LUHUH.
OH RESUMIHSf
ISMAIL ESSOP MAKDA, still under oath 
0R9BS-SXA" IKATIOH BY ', ..•»•* JOAKBH (QOHTIHU3D)i

Mr. Makda I was just about to show you at the 
adjournment, the original cheque requisitions in respect of 
cheque Ho. 4249, that was a cheque dated the 6th of 
September 1962, for S150-QQ, and it was drawn on the 
account of A. Letele. Will you examine the requisition 
which is attached to a triplicate cheque form in Exhibit 1C
K.95 the cheque book? Do you see the one there?-- Yes.

How that requsltltn is initialled by yourself, 
isn’t it?— That is so#

How when that cheque was put to you by ay learned 
friend in your evidence in chief, he said that Mr. Cox 
the accountant will say that this oheque was requisitioned 
by James Kantor, Do you remember that?— I can’t recall it.

If Mr. Cox the accountant were to say that, he 
would be wrong would he not?— -fell, I could say I have 
requisitioned for it* 20

Yes. Mr. Makda why did you requisition that cheque? 
-— I presume I was asked to do so.

dan you actually remember why?— Ho, I can’t re
member.

Can you remember who asked you to requisition it?—  
I presume Mr. Wolpe*

You presume Mr. Wolpe. You actually requistioned 
this cheque, and you signed quite a number of the cheques 
which have been put in by the State and are relied upin?—  
That is so.
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Can you actually remember any particular occur- 
rence of that sort, when Wolpe said “come, here’s acheque 
I want you to sign ltw?-— Yes.

You can remember such instances?—— Yes.
Yes, with regard to this specific one, yoft hare 

no specific recollection?--Ho.
No. fell the effect of this evidence is that 

there is an error on Schedule 1, in regard to this item 
for September the 8th*
BY THE QOUB$t Requisitioned by J.K*?— -(Reply inaudible 10 
altogether)*
GROSS-EXAMIN ATI Off BY «a. JOAKSR (CONTINUED)!

Mr. Hak& I also want to show you requisitions, 
such as exist, which are referred to on Schedule 6, that 
is in relation to the account of Julius First. The first 
of those relates to cheque No. 3602, dated the 8th of 
March, All those cheques were dated the 8th of March.
3602 it is a cheque on the J. First Account* (Searching 
for details)*
BY i)fl. YUlEABi fhat will be K.42. 20
CHQSS-EXAMINAglQN BY MR. COAKES (CONTINUED)*

fhat would be found in a cheque book which has 
not as yet been put in, the cheque books that were put in 
were from 4201 - 5,000* Now that requisition in regard to 
3602, I would like to just show you. (Handed to witness).
It is the top one on the first page?-- The bottom one on
the first page*

1602, is it the bottom one or the top? Oh yes its 
the bottom one. You’re quite right. Now is that the initial 
of Harold Wolpe?— -That is so. 30

Now look at cheque No. 3603. Is that requisitioned
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3 6 0 5?— I O£1 YiYi Q~t Identify thlS,
it la not the irifcial of James Kantor?— Ho, It is

not.
And 3606?— Harold Wolpe.
Yes. You have got the copies of the cheques there

in front of you, the third copy of each cheque?— I have.
In whose handwriting are they?— fhey are all in

the handwriting of lire, Schneier,
fhat is the bookkeeper?-- fhat is so.
Yes. Eight will you hand back that book? (Book 10

handed back).
Mr. Makda when you requisitioned the cheque which

it
you did requisition, I take/you had no idea that you 
were participating in any unlawful activity?-— fhat is true, 

Otherwise you would hardly have signed it?—
Most certainly not.

Jnd when you signed various of these cheques you 
had no such idea?— No, I had no such idea.

Ho. How Mr. Kakda you were in the office a great 
deal more than Mr. Kantor, weren’t you?— fhat Is true. 20 

And you had far more to do with the people in 
the office than...in the affairs of the office than he 
did?— — Well, I would say, yes.

And you didn’t closet yourself in a soundproof 
office, and see very little of the other people there?—  
Hever had the privilege to do so.

Ho, quite, nevertheless, you didn’t suspect when 
you signed various cheque* that...at the request of Mr, 
Wolpe, that you were taking part in some fora of unlawful 
activity?— I bad no idea at all, 30

How I put it to you that it would be a fair assurnp-



No, tout you do know that he was there far less 
frequently than you?— fhat ie so.

fhat he was working under Immense pressure?— He
was extremely tousy always.

fhat he concerned himself principally with his 
own clients and his own matters?— fhat la true.

fhat at week-ends he even used to go out to his
farm at Hartetoeestpoortdam to toe away from town?-- fhat Is
true.

He was constantly In court, not In the office?—  10 
Very often.

Mr. Makda there was a oertaln interval of time, 
was there not toetween the arrest of Wolpe and the arrest of
Mr. Kant or?— — fhat Is true.

In that period of time if anyone In the office 
had suspected that there had toeen anything unlawful going 
fon there, it would have toeen perfectly simile to find and 
remove or destory all the files and cheques and exhibits 
|ythat have toeen put In today and yesterday?—  Quite possltole 
to do so. 20

As far as you know not the slightest attempt was 
made to conceal anything or destroy anything?— Ko.

And when the Police searched the offices, every 
assitance was given to them?— fhat is true.

Mr. Makda in your evidence in chief, you remarked 
that you knew that Wolpe was interested in politics?— Tea.

And I suppose there are lots of people who are 
Interested in politics?— I presume there might toe.

Yes. How you yourself are not Interested in 
politics?— I am not. 30

Have you always kept severely away from politics?—
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to people who ere interested in politics, not so?— -I 
happened to have the occasion My Lord,

I didn’t hear you reply?-— I said I have happened 
to have had the occasion.

Tea, you found yourself, through no fault of 
your own in proximity to Wolpe?— That is true.

And the same with Kantor?— -That is so.
I want you to enlarge on this ahit. You knew, I 

take it that Wolpe was unsympathetic to the present Govern
ment?— That I knew. 10

And I suppose you knew that Wolpe had formerly been 
associated with certain political parties or movements?—  
That is true.

I don't know too much ahout the details of this, 
hut let me put it to you this way - If you had had any 
idea that Wolpe was using the office for unlawful political 
purposes, you would have refused to sign his mysterious 
cheques or taken any part in his activities, wouldn't
you?-- Certainly.

So, you had no such idea?-- Not in the least, 20
You knew that he had had certain sympathies and

probably still had them?-- That istrue,
I But it never entered your mind that he was making
use of the facilities of the office for promoting any 
sort of unlawful or subversive activities?—— It never 
 ̂occurred to me,

I put it to you that you actually saw a great deal
more of Wolpe and his activities than James Kantor didj--
Its suite possiBe My Lord,

It was in fact so, wasn't it?— Well, due to 30 
Mr, Kantor*s frequent absence in the office, I would say, ye
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social contact between Mr, Kantor and folpe, his brother- 
in-law?— — I a® not aware of that.

You are not aware of that. You can’t dispute that? 
— — Ho, I can’t dispute that.

It| How as far as you were concerned, did it appear
\ to you that folpe confined his political activities to

11 assisting with the defence of persons who became involved 
If In legal troubles?— That is the Impression I got.

On a legitimate basis as a lawyer?— -Thatis true. 
Did he sometimes act without charging fees?— Not H 

to ay knowledge.
Hot to you knowledge?-- 1 don*t know what Mr.

folpe’s fees were, ana whet matters he dealt with.
Well assuming that he may have acted without char

ging fees, or that he may have instructed Counsel in 
matters, where he didn’t personally charge a fee, would 
that be unusual?— That is not unusual.

There were also in your firm, a number of what I 
might call, political criminal cases, which came there 
through theDefence and Aid Organisation?— -I don’t know 20 
the source of the origins of these cases,

I beg your pardon?— I wouldn’t know the source 
of the origin of these cases.

You wouldn't know the source of the origin^ but do 
you not know whether the Defence and Aid Organisation ever 
sent cases through your office...to your office?— Yes, I d< 

They did?— -Yes, they did.
How Mr. Makda, there was nothing unlawful or sus

picious about attorneys taking cases from tkat organisation,thatwas there?— I don’t know the ins and outs of organl- 3< 
sation.
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persons present at this party, did they com® to the 
office of James K&wtor and Partners?— Ho, I didn’t 
recognise one of the persons who had called at our 
offices, at that party#

And were you happy about that position, being 
invited to this gathering?— Ne, I wasn’t*

low do you know, you said you spoke about a man 
called Ezra?— Yes*

Where did you meet him for the first time?— I 
can’t remember when* but I met him at our offices, 1 0 

Our offices*— -fwo or three occasions,
Two or three occasions. Do you know who he saw 

thersf— fie saw always Hr* Wolfe*
Always Mr, olpe, Do you know the purpose of

those visits?-1 do not know the purpose*
You do not know, AMD <M the occasions you saw

him, did he come in with assistance, with a walking stick
or how did he come in?— No, he walked normally.

He walked normally. Anything the matter with 
him?-#-Not to my knowledge, 20

Hot to youc* knowledge. Allright, Did you ever 
speak to him?— Yes, X did.

About what?— He enquired about an Indian travel
ler he was interested in employing, and he asked me whethe
I knew that Indian*

I see, yes* Now did your office do registration 
of Companies?-— Yes.

Who handled that?— Well, everybody in the office, 
whose matter it was, handled it*

Did K m  tor handle that?--Yes. 30
IHI^aj^OIIOH* I’m sorry My Lord, I didn’t hear that
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parsons to assist accused persons?— It is not within my 
knowledge*

You don't know that. Tory well. Do you know 
whether your firm need to accept legal aid matters fro® 
the Legal Aid Society?-- Yes.

Were there a number of those matters too?— -I 
don't know* I had one*

And the other people had others?- -Possibly.
And those matters, I take it the fees were not 

charged?— That is true, 1(
And then I showed you a cover this morning in which 

you had acted for a friend and you hadn't charged a 
That Is' true.

And I assume that there were other cases when you
acted for friends of yours and didn't charge a fee?—
That is true.

And I assume that there was no inflexible rule in
your office that in every matter you must c! arge fees?—
*hat is true.

In fact, I suppose that attorneys regard it as 2(
part of their duty, or perhaps their privilege, to aot for 
peiple sometimes, who.. .without charging fees?— Th^t Is 
true.

So that it never crossed your mind that Wolpe's 
interest in politics would tend any way beyond the possible 
sympathy that he might have for persons accused under 
oertain laws?— That is true.

You remarked to Hie Lordship that it was your prac
tice to call Mr. Wolpe a "bloody communist"?-— Yes* 3C

Bid you intend to insult him and offend him?— No.
I take it this was a little private joke between
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an active and vigorous communist, it would have been rather
insulting to speak in that way, would it not?— -That is 
true.

You did it &ecause you regarded it as a little 
jjoke?— Yes.

And you say that he used to call you a racialist?—  
fhat is ao.

And I take it that this was also his idea of a 
little ^oke?— I presume so.

You never took offence?— Ho. 10
And you didn't mean when you said, "I know you are 

a communist who is plotting a rovolution1*?— Ho, I never 
said that.

All you meant by that, was that in some stagehadin your career you might have/sympathies of that sort?—
He was a listed person My Lord.

I beg your pardon?— He was a listed communist.
He was a listed oommunist. i&ght. I think you 

have already made the point, but I $ust want to make 
certain Mr. Makda, that the large number of persons with 20 
signing powers in the office, resulted from the fact that 
it was often difficult to get hold of either of the part
ners?— It is true.

And very difficult to get hold of them both?— At 
the same time, yes.

And even when signing powers had been so extended,
I take that it sometimes happened that for two or three 
days on end the cheques might pile up, until the necessary 
number of people were available ?— That is true.

And ao if the cheques were being made out at the 30 
rate, of say twenty a day, on the third day there would
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And if somebody was ill it might go on for a whole 
week, might it not?— — That is true.

And if they were piling up at the rate of 30 
a day, or twenty, then at th© end of the week, there would 
be something of the order of 200 cheques to be signed?—
If you arithmetic, is correct that would be the ease.

The main reason why there was ao many people with 
signing powers, w:xe bevause Mr. Kantor kites elf very frequent* 
wasn't there?— — He was very frequently out of the office.

Yes. How you handed in an identified, Exhibit 10 
K.l. which contained two papers called "Spark" and "figh
ting Torch1’. Do you remember that?— -res.

It was a file?— fhat is so.
BY 15. 30AKii»'B TO OOUliS. I wonder My Lord if I may 4ust 
consult this file briefly, K.l? (File handed to Mr. Goaker).
0 flOS S-EX A.r. IK ATI 05 BY - .. JOAZ^R (JOrJSIHU,̂ ):

You looked at that file and its contents yesterday
1 think?— Last time.

Now does this file contain some instructions to 
Counsel?— -May I ju&t refresh my memory please. 20

Well, 1*11 try to in a moment. You know there 
was some background Information and some notes, and then 
does it contain a copy of a Government Gazette Extra
ordinary?— --I am unable to admit this, can I look at the 
cover again My Lord.

In term® of which a certain paper entitled, "figh
ting Talk** is prohibited. It seems to be only the first 
page of this Gazette left in the file, and does it also 

Belt 43B contain Counsel's opinion, you noticed that yesterday, did30 
you not?— -I've looked at quite a number of files, I can't 
remember any particular cover.
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Just confirm that what I have put there is correct.
Background information, instructions to Counsel, Govern
ment Gazette and Counsel‘s opn/inlon, plus the copies 
of the paper?— It is correct.

Just look at the face of that cover? Is there 
any notes on that cover?--No.

Any indication whether Counsel was paid a fee?—
Ho.

Any indication of the date on which instructions 1' 
were received?-— No.

Do you find that particularly sinister?-- No.
Is it significant of anything at all? Does it tell 

you whether counsel was or was not paid?— -It indicates 
nothing.

And does it tell you whether the firm did or did 
not charge a fee?— -It does not say so.

In fact, in respect to this matter of notes on 
covers Mr. Makda, apart from matters where you seriously 
anticipated taxing a bill, I put it to you that that was 20 
the normal practice in the firm, not to make detailed 
notes on covers}--It could be true.

And I say Mr. Makda in the course of your evidence 
today, you made reference, when my learned friend asked you 
to do so, to an inhibit K.83. one of the files of Kath- 
rada. Do you remember that Bxhibit?--Yes.

Now that file had a certain number of notes on it?—  
It is true.

But those notes were not contemporaniousiy made 
fey the party who handled the matter?-— That is true.

They were subsequently made by you on re-eonstruc-
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So when you received that file from whoever was 

handling it, it dldn »t have a note on it?-— It had no 
not© on it Ey Lord.

And you couldn't have told from looking at the file 
whether it had a deposit or not?— -Mo.

Whether he had paid Counsel or not?— No.
But from looking at the contents and at the accoun

ting system it was possible to re-construct all that?—
It is true. 10

well, now then to revert to your evidence in chief, 
will you please return that file to hie Lordship? (file 
returned to Court). (Mr* Yutar asks for pereaission to 
look at file). You gave quite a lot of evidence Mr.
Makda about a certain number of visitors to the offices 
of the partnership?— Yes.

And you will recall what you said about them.
You were asked to divide your evidence into two parts?**—
It is true.

delating to a period before communication between 20 
named or banned persons had been prhibited, and the period 
thereafter. Is that right?— -fhat is true.

Sow you asserted in your evidence that the following 
persons used to come to the office before communications 
were so prohibited. First of all you mentioned Sisulu, 
Accused Mo. 2?— I don't remember the particular order 
I mentioned the people*

No, I am not interested in the order either, Mr. 
Makda. Within your knowledge was Sisulu a client of your 
firm?— Yes. 30

Did he have several matter® handled through vour
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Tou can’t say how mahy, in each case were they 
handled by folpe?— That ia ao.

You mentioned Accused So, 5# Kathrada?— Yes.
And you were shown a cover of his yesterday which 

seemed to refer to a number of matters of his?— Yes,
I think that was this morning.

This raorninj. Was Kathrada a client of the fir®?—
Yes.

Did the firm handle a number of matters of his?—  
Yes. 10

Did folpe handle all these matters?-That is so.
Do you know whether they were criminal or civil 

or both?-— I think they were criminal and livil, both.
Criminal and civil. You mentioned Accused SO. 6, 

Bernstein, you may recall?— Yes.
Is he also a client?— Yes,
Did he also have matters handled by mlpe?— -Yes, 

as far as I can recall.
And quite a number of occasions?— Yes,
And you mentioned Mr. and Mrs. Hodgson, p.j. 2<

Hodgson?— -Yds.
To your knowledge, did Mr. Hodgson, have an acci

dent case run in your firm by Wolpe?— It is so.
Did he participate in a defamation action that was

ran through your firm by folpe?--1 can’t recall this.
Did he have other matters, civil end criminal?—  

Off-hand I cannot admit it.
Was it your impression that he was a client of 

your fir®?—— Yes.
That he was a client of wolpe * s?— That is so. 30
What about Mrs, Hodgson. Was she likewise a client
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•,.l,*,,any of her matters or not#
You don't know. It's quite possible?— It'a quit© 

possible*
Y«8# How what about Mr* and Mrs# Hamel? Take 

Hr# Harms 1 - did ha have matters dealt ith by folpe?— Yes 
Did he have oivil action for damages dealt with 

by Wolpe?— Yes#
Did he have other criminal matters dealt with 

by Wolpe?— Yes,
Did he have questions of iTtenning, and house 10 

arrest and so on?--— It is true.
On whioh he consulted the firm or sought advice?—  

It is true#
And Mrs, Harciel similarly?— Mrs. Ham el 1 think 

was a collection client of ours.
Pardon?— -A, collection client of ours.
She was a collection client of yours, and you used

to do collections on her behalf?— Yes, and ; rs. Bloom
used to handle that aspect*

Yes, on one or two occasions you say Iandela came * 
into the office?— It is true.

Aocueed Wo. 1. He was a coll ague of yours?— At 
that stage, yes.

Yes, fas he ever a client of yours or at the offio* 
-— Yes, we had to do one matter for him.

You did a matter for him. fhat was handled by 
folpe?— Yes.

Yes. You made mention of Kara, and 1 think you told
His Lordship that Sara once spoke to you about an Indian
traveller that he knew?-— Yes. 30

Did this arouse your suspicions and make you think
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business into the firm or just ordinary property business 
in to the firm?— -I wasn't aware at that stage of any 
property businesses ffy lord.

Did you ever become aware of the fact that he had 
had a property transaction with the firm?---! had subse
quently become aware of it.

Is that after the arrest of Wolpe and Kantor?—  
Shat is so#

Prior to that you didn't even know that Ezra's
1Cproperty transaction had been handled through your firm?-—  

That is eo*
How you mentioned that prior to the restriction on 

communications, some of these persons sometimes came singu
larly and sometimes case more than one at a time?— It is 
so My Lord*

Mr, Makda ean you tell us the date on whioh they 
came on any particular occasion?— -Wot a gfcgle date that
I can think of,

Oan you tell us which particular persons came 
together on any particular occasion?— -Ho, . 2C

Was there a greater degree of pluralism than just 
husband and wife, say Mr, and Mrs, Hodgson or Mr. and Mrs, 
Hamel?— I can't follow the question, I'm sorry.

Can you remember whether when more than one came, 
it would be more than just say husband and wife?— Yes, 
more than just that,

lore than just that. Others would come as well?—  
That is so.

You say these people would enter the waiting room 
wait for a bit and then go into Mr, Wolpe's office?— fell 3 
it all depended on a particular day, whether there was any-
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Yes, what happened inside his office, you have no 
idea?-— It is true.

Can you tell His Lordship whether to your know
ledge Mr, James Kantor actually saw any such group of per
sons go into Wolpe * a offioe, or coming out?— lot within my 
knowledge,

Ho. If you were sitting behind Mr, Kantor*a desk 
in hie offioe, even if the door was open, you couldn’t 
see people going into volpe• s offioe, could you?— Ho,

And in fact, the door was always kep closed?--  10
fhat is true.

You mentioned to me earlier in your evidence, that 
you firm acted for people in all walks of life both high 
and low?— fhat is so.

Amongst other things your fijsm acted for a great 
many members of the A-olice force?— Yes.

Mr. Kantor himself acted often in departmental 
ei|i|uiries?— It is so.

He acted often in civil claims and in criminal 
matters?— It is ao. 20

In which members of the force were involved?— It
is so. (*lt> Ttefti

And so if these (trotters) or revolutionaries were 
having meetings in -olpe’s office, they mi ht have walked 
out at any moment straight into the arsis of a Policeman?-—  
Quite possible.

Because there were often Policemen waiting in 
your waiting room, weren’t they?— -fhey were.

Sometimes in uniform, and sometimes in plain 
clothes?— It ia so. 30
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appears to be the case.
You mentioned one or two other person®. You 

mentioned Julius First?-— Yes.
To your knowledge, did your firm handle the sale

of the house for him?— It appears on the cover that I
showed this morning.

Yes, did your firm handle a collection account for
ono of his companies, President Sowing I think it was
called?—— If it is his company, then yes.

Yes. You mentioned one Marx?— Yes, 1 0
Was he a die-it of your firm?—  uati’t recall.
You don’t knew?-— yell I can’t recall that he was 

or wasn’t a client.
You can’t think whether be was or was not?— That’s

right.
Yes, now you mentioned one Kokwe. Do you know

whether he was a client of your firm?-Yes.
Bid your firm act for him in an action for damages?

— Possibly.
20Did you act for him in certain criminal matters?—

Yes, we did act for him in a claim for damages.
You did in a claim for damages?— Ye®.
You also acted for him in certain criminal matters?

-- Yes. .
./hat about Lurok. Did your firm act for him?—

Yes,
Instructed » r. George Coleman, Q.J., to appear 

for him at his trial?— I am not aware of instructions to 
Mr, Jolemen,

Yes, Do you know that your firm acted for him 30
In various matters?— I know that the firm did act for him.
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body in the office who dealt with that matter, including 
Accused No. 6.
BCAKmglOK BY Pit. YUl'AR (JOmHUSP)«

And you say Mr. Kantor dealt with it?— -Mr.
Kantor dealt with it.

It is important to know, what was hi© average 
fee for that work?— Hr. Kantor* s fee for registering a 
Company was 75 guineas.

75 guineas. Bid Mr* folpe do that?— —'Yes.
And what his average fee?— I aiu unable to say. 1C 
Unable to say. Did you do that?— Yes.
And what was your average fee?— <̂4 5-0-©.
£45-0-0, and of those fees what percentage con

stituted actual disbursements, or what constituted 
clear profit* I don't want to disclose legal secrets, 
but its Important in this case, for reasons that will 
appear later?— Quite a substantial part of the costs 
were fees*

Quite a substantial part were for fees, the 
rest disbursement?— Disbrusements. 20

Was there anything difficult about that work?—  
Ho, unless it was a complicated....

Complicated, nothing difficult about it?— Nothin* 
And had the firm James Kantor and Partners ever 

turned away from its offioes the registration of a 
company?— Hot within my knowledge.

lot to your knowledge. Was your office compe
tent to deal with it?-- I should say, yes.

Allright. Do you know an attorney called 
Furman?-— I don't know him personally. 30

You don't know him personally. Do you know of
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In various matters?-— I am unable to say the 
number of matters tLat the firm acted for him.

Yes. Timm , ve described the procedure that
used to take place after Restrictions were placed upon 
communications?— That is so.

You used to vacate your office, and leave the field
to Wolpe and his visitor?-— That is ao.

On those occasions there was nothing to excite
any suspiciin on the ..art of Mr, Kantor, was there?— Wo.

Did you think "shat by lending your office on thosell 
occasions, you were lending yourself to a criminal conspi
racy?— Possibly, yes*

.ssibly yea I 'knew that t anned people.
You knew that they were banned people, and you 

thought that they mi^ht be breaching the terms of their 
banns by communicating with one another?— fhat is true.

But you didn’t think that they were going further 
than that, did you?— It is so.

You told us of an occasion when you visited Wolpe•s 
house?— Yes. 20

And you say that you didn’t recognise a single 
person at that party?-— It is trae.

Yea. During your evidence in chief I»;r. Makda, 
my learned friend pi ;ed some emphasis ia leading you, upon 
the fact that in surrendering, shall we call, the formation 
of the company rlavi&u (Pty.) Ltd., the firm was sacrificing 
75 guineas or soms other amount of fees. Do you remember 
that?— Well, I was told that the matter was dealt with 
subsequently by another firm of attorneys.

How do you ianow what Mr. folpe was in the habit of ; 
charging for forming companies?-— $o, I have no knowledge
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75 guineas?-— Yes, I do.
How I take it that every now and tl en a member of 

the firm might form a company for a friend without
charging a fee?-- It»l quite possible.

You must have clone it yourself on occasions Mr* 
Makda?—— Hot yet* I 1 ve not had occ sion yet.

You have not Lad occasion yet. If a close 
friend of yours comes to you and says "look here will you. 
float a company for me* I’m hard up at the moment", You 
would do it, wouldn’t you?-— I would. 10

Do you think that if this came to the attention flf 
Mr. Kantor, it would cause any great axoitezont?-— No.

He gives you u free hand in such matters, does he 
not?-— He did.

Yes you are .eight. You are speaking in the past 
tense, you are perfectly correct. As far as you know, the 
formation of this Ooapant Havian never came to the notice 
of i r. Kantor at all?— -It never came to my notice, I 
w uldn’t know if it care to the notice of r. Kantor or not.

Yes, I want to lake a different point in the 20
course of your evidence in chief. You were dealing with 
the question of reoeic U  for cash that was brought in.
I don’t want to go over this again, you have already dealt 
with it in outline, tut let's just get it quite clear.
When cash was brought in, the cashier who was the same 
person as the receptionist, would then and there write 
out a receipt?-- That’s true, unles the cash was by post.

If it came by post, this would he done after the 
opening of the post?—  That is so, 3C

By the end of the day at any rate, m full series of
*Pt\y 'hV a rifz'r 1 '> fim'k i n  ■ Pi whft'fch&l? ill 03*
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handed to the clients?— It is so.
And In other instances they would h* ve "been pinned 

inside the files?— — Tee,
Sphere was no system in your office by which re

ceipts which were not handed personally to the client# 
were posted to that client?— -There was no partictJter system* 

There was no particular system. Sometimes it hap
pened that it was daemed necessary and sometimes not?—
It is so.

Hew at the end of the day, the cash takings would 1C 
be tallied, usually by yourself, sometimes one of the part
ners?— That is so.

And the folic- ing morning deposited?--That*s right,
I want to turn away from that to/ the next point in

your evidence in chief. You dealt with the incident when
fixed

bail for Accused Fo. 2, Sisulu, was one morning,
the sura of 86,000-00 and found within a remarkably short 
time the same day?—— It is so.

You asked Wolpe how It was dene, and what was his 
reply?— Mind your own business. 20

How sofar as this bail was concerned, was there not 
ar application made to the Supreme Court to oompall the 
Magistrate to fix bail?— I do not know the contents of 
the application, bat an application was made.

Yes, and that application was made, or at any 
rate was lodged some little while before it was heard, 
at least some days before it was heard?— Unless I see 
the papers, I won't be able to confirm or deny that.

Ho, and it was heard the previous day and Mr,
Justice Galgutt ordered the Magistrate to fix ball?— I 30
oan*t remember the exact time, bat it was previously or
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bail was fixed. So you know?—— Ho.
Hot. Tory well. So that it didn't some as a 

complete surprise to everybody out of the blue that bail 
was fixed for Sisulu on a particular date?— I don't follow 
the question.

Well anybody who was interested in the affairs of 
Sisulu, would have seen or known that an application was 
being made to the Supreme Court to compell the fixing of 
bail?— Ho, I was aware of the application.

And that the application had been granted?— -Yes. 10
And that toil would, in due course be fixed?— Yes.
So it wasn't as though the matter happened completel; 

without the slightest warning?— Ho.
I understood you to say Mr. Makda, turning to a 

different point, that ao far as cheques were concerned, 
the duplicate copy was filed in the cover, and then sub
sequently posted away to the client?— -fhat is not true.

Bid I misunderstand you?— You certainly did. 
b I beg your pardon. Well perhaps you will just
tell me what you did say?— Duplicate copies of receipts 20 
are taken by the bookkeeper from the oheque book then posted 
on to the Ledger Card and filed in small little folders.

Yes?— Until such time that the Statement of Account 
was sent to the client.

So they were filed in a separate folder not in the 
cover?— Ho, not in the cover of the client.

Yes, and then at the conclusion of the matter?—
The conclusion of the matter, if it was a collection matter, 
then when a Statement of Account was rendered, then the 
messenger would be given a statement of Account, and he 30 
would then draw out from these various folders the relevant
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Yes I see. So we wouldn't expect to find duplicate 
cheques unless there lias been some oversight?— ^at • a 
true My Lord.

Tee. Sow insofar as the requisitions were concer
ned, you gave evidence about the information that was re
quired to be placed on the requisitions. Bemember that?—  
Yes.

How just to persue the system of it, it’s correet 
is it not, that the requisition will be sent normally to 
the bookkeeper?— -Is she was available. 10

Yes, but I think you told us that you used to 
mde out jour own cheques?-— fhat is so.

But the other people in the office normally sent 
their requisitions to the bookkeeper, did they not?— That 
is so.

And looking at the requisition form, she would know
how to make out the cheque?-— It is so.

She would kno»f amongst other things, which account 
to debit?— It is right.

How if the partner himself, if for example Mr. 2W
Wolpe wrote out a cheque in his own handwriting in the 
cheque book, I suggest to you there was no reason to 
fill in a requisition form at all, because the cheque 
itself would show what account to debit?— It is true.

And it might or might not show, re what the cheque 
was made?-— Yes, that is true.

How do you agree with me Mr. Makda that although it 
may have been in theory necessary to show on the cheque 
and the requisition, in respect of what the cheque was 
being drawn, there are in fact, cases where it is not 30 
necessary to show that, and where it is not shown? Let 
me give you an exampel flf the sort of thing I mean - If
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Credits* it would be essential to indicate would it not, 
in respect of what matter this cheque was being drawn?-— Yei 

And in such a case you would always insert in r e -  
such and such a collection and whether it was for a summons 
or for this, that or the other?-— That's right.

Well, if you had a much simpler transaction, where 
you simply haj£d one client, Mr. Umith or Jones, and ha 
said "I am paying in some money, and I want you to pay it 
out to Mr. Brown on the happening of a certain event**, 
it wouldn't be necessary to put in in re. the happening l< 
of a certain event, because you would know that's the 
only account of Mr. J. faith in your firm related to 
the paying of Mr. Brown?— Yes, if the example is as 
simple as that, it is true.

Yes, and there were instances almost as simple 
as that, were there not, where there was only one client, 
of a particular name, and only one matter relating to that 
client?---Yes.

1 suggest to you that in such mattdrs, although 
it might have been the proper thing to do to put in full 2\

particulars, in fact this was sometimes not done?-- It is
true.

Because nobody could be confused?— -It is so.
So that if you saw a cheque payable to Webber, 

Wentssel, Hoffmeyer, Turnbull and Company, debit account 
re Ezra, and it didn't say what it was in respect of, would 
it arouse your suspicions immediately?-— Jto*

If it did have re "deposit on farm "Mlyleaf 
it would be quite beyond any suspicion as far as you were 
concerned, wouldn*t it?— -It Is true. 3

Befor# Mr. folpe arrived in the practice as an
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book, with a counterfoil and a single cheque?— — It is so.
Without any espies that had to he filed anywhere?—  

fhat is so.
And without any requisition slips?— — Shat is so. 
low at that stage there was no other source of 

information about the purpose or the nature of a cheque 
payment than the counterfoil?— -It is so.

But after the change of the system, even if the 
information was not shown on the cheque, it might have 
been found on the re juisition?-— Its true* 10

But at that stage then on the face of a cheque 
there would be nothing at all to indicate who was to be 
debited, or in re what matter, the cheque was made up?—  
hieh respect are you referring to,

T&e earlier period, when the ordinary counter
foil system was used?-— Yes, obviously.

Because the reference would be then to the counter
foil?— Yes, and notes would be made as to fche person to 
be debited.

On the counterfoil?— .Qn the counterfoil. 20
But not on the cheque itself ?— -It all depended 

on the person making out the cheque. If it was not enclosed 
with a letter or compliment slip, it might have the notatior 
as to the reason for the cheque.

Yes, it might, but there wasn't a special provided, 
and the information in fact, was recorded on the counter
foil?— -I can't recall...

I'm not putting that to you Mr. Makda, I don't 
know what the position is, I just want information?—— Sell,
I can't remember the type of the cheque, but there was a 3C 
place on it for notation.
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before Wolpe arrived ’r. James Kantor was ...would always 
query any cash cheque drawn on the trust account?—— If he 
noticed it* yes.

Now there were even occasions then, were there not 
when he failed to notice it?-— Quite possible.

Despite the fact...well you say quite possibly, 
don't you know such occasions?— -Well, I can't remember 
any instance.

Is it your impressions that there were wuoh occa
sions?— There certainly would be. V

Yes, to your knowledge even in those days, Mr. 
Kantor worked under great pressure?— Yes.

And he sometimes had to sign considerable numbers 
of cheques in a hurry?— It is true,
6 But you said that once Wolpe dame in, he said it
was nonsense that crossed cheques could not be made out to 
cash?-— Yes, when I drew his attention to Mr. Kantor»s 
attitude to cash cheques,

I didn't hear that answer?— -I say when I drew 
his attention to Mr. Kantor's attitude to cash cheques. 2i 

Yes?— He told me it was nonsense.
He said it was nonsense. You never went and drew 

Mr. Kantor*e attention to Wolpe's attitude to cash cheques?- 
No.

And in fact lr. Makda, isn't this the position,
that as your firg began to do more accident work for whocar clients, ye* didn't have banking accounts, the payment 
out of cash cheques became commoner than it had previously 
been?— -The bigger the sums of money we got, in certain 
cases we had to make out cash cheques for afriean clients.3 

Yes, mahy of them didn't have banking accounts?-
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I see., and I think apart from that you also 
mentioned that there were instances where monie a were 
provided by the firm for purposes of bail and such like?-—  
Yes.

And cash cheques were made out and debited to the 
appropriate account and deposited the following day to 
balance the books?— That»s right.

So that it was not unheard of event in the firm of
James Kantor and Partners for a cash cheque to be made out?
-- It is true. 1C

With the crossing cancelled and the word order sub
stituted by the word bearer?— That’s right.

And this would be cheques drawn on the trust 
account?-— Depending on the circumstances of each case.

The circumstances we have been discuasiz& the 
sort of instances we have been discussing axze all trust 
cheques aren't they?— These are all trsut cheques, yes.

There could be other instances for different 
purposes when cash cheques would be made out on the business 
account?-— It is true, 20

For example, payments of wages to somebody who 
didn't have a banking account?-— That was most frequent.

If revenue stamps were required for transfer, and
had to be obtained in a large amount, would a cash cheque
sometimes be made out, for the amount of the stamps?-Yes.

And the appropriate trust account would be debited? 
— It is so.

I suggest to you Mr. rakda that in fact, Mr. folpe's 
attitude towards cash cheques never produced any catstrophe 
in the office?-- I would be unable to answer the question, 3<

You don't know of any larse amount of monav that
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Or any small amount that was lost in that way.--
Ko,

So far ae you are aware, the auditors of James 
Kantor and Partners never warned them that this waa an 
undesirable practice, or was improper in any way?— -I am 
not aware of the attitude of the auditors.

So far as you are aware, they never wanted the 
partnership?— I very seldom saw the auditors or spake 
to them.

Yes, you did see the auditors presumably on the 10 
presmiea?-— Yes.

Working with the books?— Yes.
I want to deal with the procedure with regard to 4the endorsing of cheques. Whether they were made to st̂ bes 

or any other cheque that had come in. Are you aware 
that the cheques would be placed in a pile face downwards, 
and come to the person who was to endorse?— That As right.

And at least as far as Mr, James Kantor was con
cerned, the endorsements would simply be signed one after

Otthe other without eve*., looking at the faoe of the cheques?« 
I should say, yes.

fras that your own procedure?-— That is right.
Was that folpe*s procedure?— It is true.
Any chedking or balancing that to be done was 

done by Mrs. Schneier in the Accounts Department?— Yes, 
if there was any error, yes.

But the minimum of time was spent on endorsing, it 
was simply the cheques were already rubber stamped, they 
were simply put face down in front of somebody who was going 
to endorse, and he would sign them$-— It is right. 3(

How, ofcourse the purpose of endorsing cheques,
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How did you uorae to know him?— —  m & morning Mr. 
Wolpe asked mo to deliver a parcel to Mr. sepel of Mr. 
Furman's office.

IMs is rather important. Can you place the date* 
— 1 can’t.

fhe month?— 1 think it was sometime towards 
the end of November 1962, I think.

Iwwards the end of November 1962.— It was 
November 1963.

Allright, we can get the date from Sepel when 1C 
he gives evidence, And you say Mr. folpe called you and 
gave you instructions?—— lo deliver this parcel to Mr. 
Sepel of Mr. Furman’s office.

Eight, what was the parcel?—— It was a flat 
envelope-like pared.

Yes, bulky?— Hot extamely bulky*
Not extremely bulky, and what did he say when he 

gave you the instruction to deliver this parcel to Mr. 
Sepel of Furman’s office?—— He said I should deliver it to 
him personally* 20

Deliver it to him personally. Did he indicate 
whether or not Mr. epel was expecting it?— No, he 
didn’t.

He didn't indicate. Did he indicate whether or 
not Mr. Sepel knew about it?— No, he didn’t.

Did he indicate whether or not you were to wait 
for a reply?— ;No, he did not.

He did not* Aid did you carry out that instruc
tion?-- I did.

And where was this office?— Its in loveday 30

I do.
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And without the endorsement, the hank wouldn't
accept them and wouldn't know where to pay them to?— —That 
Is true.

Yes, as to whether to endorse "trust" or "business" 
that decision was made by Mrs. Sehneier? The bookkeeper?— —  
Ko, I wouldn't say that is true.

Well, there was a rubber stamp wasn't there?—
The procedure normally that I know of, was that all re
ceipts, monies received irrespectove of whether cash 
or otherwise, would be deposited in the Trust Account. 10 
Only after fees had been put through or other debits had 
been debited, would a transfer be made from the trust 
or the business account, whichever was found necessary.

I see. So they were always endorsed "trust account" 
were they?-- As far as I know yes.

Yes. That may well be so. I haven't checked up 
on that one? How T*r. I'akda in your evidence and in the 
exhibits which you have identified and dealt with, you 
dealt with a period from August 1961 to March 1963?-— It 
might well be. 20

Yes, and that is a period of some twenty months?—  
It might be.

Yes, Mr* Makda, during that period of twenty 
months, to your knowledge, did....were any large number of 
cheques drawn on the trust account get signed by the firm?—  
Besides these that I fcssve seen I can't recall all the 
cheques.

Ho, ofcourse you can't but you know it must have 
been a large number don't you?-— I am unable to answer
the fuestlon. 30

You wouldn't be able to a-ggegfr that tl-ere were in
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Ho, and you will agree I suppose, that the number 
of cheques drawn on the business account over that period 
would also be fairly substantial?-— Possibly, yes.

tfhat was that answer? Was that "possibly, yes"?—
Yes.

Well surely you could make it ‘'yes"? You know 
that there were business account cheques also being drawn 
every day?— Yes, tut 1 wouldn't be able to say how many.

Ho. All X ask you to say is that: it is a sub
stantial Kumber?— It could possibly be. 1C

Yes. ihat we might well have the situation in whi& 
there something of the order of 4,000 cheques issued over 
the whole period on both accounts?— Quite possible.

Yes. Mow in this matter, the cheques relied upon 
by the ^tate and handed in through you, are 40 in number, 
if we include the bank guarantee for "Lilyleaf*?— That 
might be.

In fact, the actual cheques are 39 cheques?— It 
might well be.

Yea. How you wouldn’t dispute then, that the 20 
number of cheques relied upon is something like 1% of the 
total number of cheques signed?— You say it ia much 
less than 1$, that ia the case.

How over this whole period, Mr. Makda, can you make 
an estimate of how many matters were handled and how many 
clients the office must have had?— Its impossible for me 
to say. That is out of the question.

Would it run into many hundreds or into thousands?—
Its very difficult for me to say My Lord* *ach person had
his own set of clients. 30

fhe number would be ver substantial would it not?—
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of the 39 relied upon James Kantor counter**sig?iad 16 of ? 
these cheques over the whole period?-— It might well beL 

Yes, You wouldn*t dispute that the total amount 
paid through the trust account and relied upon by the
&tate is £51*550-49 cents?--I wouldn’t be able to dispute
that,

You wouldn’t dispute that the total amount paid out 
on cheques on which the signature of James Kantor appears 
as co-signatory is K?,170-92 cents?-— I wouldn’t be able to 
dispute that, 10

You wouldn’t dispute &£her that all the requisition 
forms which are available are in fact, made out apparently 
bj folpe?— It is so* with the exception of one that was 
shown to me.,,

One whioh you made out yourself?— It is so.
Yes, There are six cheques Sr. «iakda, in respect 

of whioh there appear to be no signed requisition forms?—  
It might well be.

Two of those there are requisition forms which are 
unsigned, they are not initialled?— -I haven’t seen them. 20 

You have not been shown the requisitions at any 
stage, in preparing our evidence?—  ell, i can’t remember 
that My Lord,
o And I put it to you that the remaining cheques,

either have sVolpe’a handwriting or his signature upon 
them which runs right through onto the duplicate or tripli
cate copy, indicating that Volpe in fact signed these 
cheques while they were still in the book?— That is the oae 

And these matters in regard to which you handed in 
Ixhibits today, and yesterday, every single one of them 
were matters handled by *olpe?— -That is ao.
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Mo, in fact, I put it to you that the covers which 
you h ve dealt with show that not a single one of these 
matters were handled by Kan tor?--That is true#

And Mr* Makda, you yourself countersigned an appre
ciable number of these cheques?— -That is so*

I put it to you that you regarded this counter
signing as a pure formality?-- exactly#

And it was a formality whioh nobody in the firm 
took seriously!— It is so.

Once the partner or the person who wanted th® 10 

cheque had gone through the procedure nobody else acted 
as a watchdog one for another!— As far as I know* not#

How Mr. Makdj»f let us deal in a little more detail 
with some of these cheques, signed by Kantor* With regard
0 the account of Letele. Remember that one?-— Yes.

There were on that account four cash cheques?—
1 can*t recall the exact number My Lord.

Signed by Kantor over the period from 31st of 
October 1962 to 6th ...1 beg your pardon, the 21st of August 
1962 to the 6th of October 1962?— It might very well be. 2C 

Yes, and in every caae these cheques indicate on 
the face of them the party to whom they are going to be
debited?-- It might well be.

And they indicate also, that Kantor was the second
signatory?-- ^uite possible.

All the rest of the cash cheques on that account 
were not signed by Kantor, they were signed either by 
Wolpe and Hakda or olpe and A. Karitor?— iuite possible.

And there are no other cash cheques in this/ whole 
series of cash cheques that were signed by Kan tor?— I 3<
wouldn't be able to adiait or deny that.
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scumsdrawn payable to eeiee, and there was also one cheque
SSltrBSdrawn payable to sale# on account Sara in respect of dis
bursements?-- 4 îte possible* ?£ L*r£}

How these cheques drawn payable to «a&ee, you 
indicated to His Lordship, would raise no query in the 
ordinary way?—— Its true#

Because of the practice of using cash monies and 
immediately balancing the books by drawing e cheque payable
either to cash or to e^Ies?-- It is so.

And that apart from this, there are a number of 1£ 
other individual cheques which don't fall neatly Into 
rhes® categories, and ;ith respect to which all one can 
say generally, is that is that there is nothing to arouse 
anybody's suspicion?——  /ell it didzt arouse my suspicion*

No* Were you present on occasions r. Makda, when 
Kantor was signing cheques?— Yes*

Did you sometimes see him with a bundle of cheques
in front of him signing a number of cheques at /one time?—
That is so*

Did you sometimes see him signing cheques while 2C
he held his telephone clamped against his ear with his
shoulder?— -It is so*

And simply rattled through the cheques without 
even looking at them?— It is so.

While he continued a conversion on the telephone?—  
It is so.

Did you sometimes see him when he was leaving the 
office?--. * *

Be kept pulled back by somebody who would say 
"quick Mr. Kantor, before you go, there are some cheques 
that need to be signed”?— That is so.
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He certainly was not wasting any time?-That is so
BY MR. COMER 3K> CQIUJ; My Lord at this stage I wish to 
apply to reserve the remainder of my cross-examination 
of this witness, inhere are My Lord, some files that have 
"bean placed before lour Lordship, there are about twenty 
other files in the possession of my learned friend whioh 
I have not had the opportunity of studying, and there are 
still certain aspects of this matter on which my accountant 
has not been able fully to qualify himself, or therefore 
to instruct me.
WITNESS WILL BS RECA M B  FOB FURTHER BE-1BEA? INATION AID
roaxuR oaous-EKA :i. rim.
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Hot very far* Hew I want you to tell His Lord
ship exactly what IA when you oast to that offioe,
with this parcel?-—  -ell, I went into the offioe to 
the Receptionist and told her that 1 wanted to see Mr* 
Sepel, and gave her my name, and she announced we and I 
was called in.

Did you meet Mr* Sepel?— Yes.
Was that the first time you saw him?-— That 

was the first time I saw him.

( How tell Hie Lordship exactly what happened?-— I 3 
handed him the parcel, and asked him whether there was a 

reply* He said "no".
Yes, but did you tell him who you were, where you 

came from?—— Yes, I said "Mr. ^olpe has sent this parcel®* 
Mr* Wolpe sent this parcel. Did Mr. Sepel 

open the parcel in your presence?— Ho#
He didn't ©pen the parcel, and did you leave?— I 

left immediately thereafter.
BY THIS COUKg* He did not open it?-- He did not open the
parcel My Lord. 20

Belt 32 SKAMIHATIOH BY DR. YUtEAR (OOHTIHUED)t
Mr. Makda did you know that that parcel contained

85,000—00 in cash?— He*
In bank notes?— Ho, I did not.
At that sta-ge, did you know....had you met Mr. 

Ezra? On that date when you delivered the parcel to Sepel 
— I can't recall.

You can't recall?— The delivery was fairly early 
in the morning.

Yes, but have you met Mr. Ezra at all prior to 30 
this incident?— ! can't say that it waa wrier or after
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you were asked to deliver?-— 2fot I was asked to deliver 
other parcels as well*

By whom?-*—  ell everybody but once I was asked to
deliver a parcel to Mr. Kathrada by*..*

fflsat's the one I want* Who asked you this time?— 
Mr. Wolpe*

Wolpe, ari'i h,: asked you now to deliver a parcel
to Mr* Kathrada* lie is he?— -Accused Ho. 5*

Accused Ho* 5* ?/hat type of parcel was that?-—  
It was an ordinary parcel* 10

Similar or dissimilar to the first one?— -Bis- 
similar to the first one*

Beg yours?— Dissimilar to the first*
Dissimilar. In what way?— -It was wrapped in 

brown paper*
Wrapped in brown paper, and where did you deliver 

it to No* 5?--— At his flat*
Mae re was his flat?— 13 Colvert House*
13 Solvert House, where is that?-— Market Street* 

Johannesburg* 2(
Bid you tell him who you were, or did he know?—  

He knows me*
Re knows you, and did he open the parcel in your 

presence ?— $ o *
Bid he give you any reply?— Ho*
Ho* Now evidence is going to be led Makda, that 

this parcel contained £5,000-00 in cash and that a receipl 
for that ©mount was made out by Sepelt in favour of Bars, 
and that receipt which 1 will produce presently to you, 
was found in Kantor*s Office files! Bo you know anything 
about that?—  I know nethlng about that*
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E3CAIIKATIOK BY Pa. IUTA3 (3CSgIKUjBP)t
You know nothing about that. Tell me when your 

office received money by way of cash © a.* cheque?— — Yes,
And did you. ,„;ive receipts to the people who.,,?—  

If the office received it, yes.
Yes, and w t1 happened to the ori ,in»l receipts?—  

It was given to the client*
Given to the client?— -Hot always, the client some 

times didn't wait for a receipt. We didn't give them to 
them* 10

Then did you post it on later?— Hot always.
Hot always. Why not?— Just laziness.
Pardon?-— I suppose it was laziness.
Laziness, and what happened to the duplicate 

receipt?— -It was kept in the file of the person concerned 
Is there any reason why in any case both the du

plicate and the original receipts should be retained by
the office and kept in the files?— I have personally done 
it many times myself*

You have done it many times. Gan you recall any 2i 
such occasion?— I've got at the moment in the office, 
at least fifty covers where I have the original receipts 
which clients have paid in*

Gash?— -Cash and cheques*
Is there any reason why you haven't given it over? 

— As I said its just laziness on our part.
Laziness on your part. Sight. How you remember

Accused Ho. 2 was involved in some legal proceedings?— —  
Yes.

And bail had to be found?— Yes, bail was granted 3
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fhe Supreme Court mad® an order, I think, as the
result of which the : agistrate fixed bail?— -So.
BY OQUigi Which Accused ia that?-- i>isulu No. 2.
BCAKlKAglOW BY m .  YUtCAB (OONTINIijjB)*
That1® right*

Sisulu No# 2* Bo you know what the amount of the 
hail was?-- 26,000-00*

Now in that instance, who was acting for Accused
No, 2?— fir, Wolfe,

Mr. Wolpe, and was bail found?— -Yes, bail was 10
found,

I would like you to tell His Lordship, when bail 
was found, in the h .ning?— — %at is rig!':.

About what time?— -It was pretty early in the
morning.

Pretty early in the morning. About?--— About
termish*

About 10 o*clock, fas bail found?— Bail was
found.

By what tie®?— ly 1 o'olock, 20
By 1 o'clock* Who gave you the bail?-— Mr* Wolpe* 
How was that ball made up?-—  One was a cheque 

for, I can't remember the exact figure, and the rest 
was in two bail bonds, that they asked me to cash, and 
pay as part of the bail.

Bid you make any comment on the fact that bail 
was fixed only that morning in the sum of R6,000-00? And 
that it was found in the matter of a few hours?— Yes,
I did.

What did you say to whom?— I asked Wolpe how 3C 
did he manage it..,.I can't remember the exaot words, but



I should mind my own business#
Mind your own business. Did you in fact, know 

where that money oast© from?*— -Ho, I did not#
* Now, I want to deal with the subject of the
signing of cheques. Will you tell His Lordship, the 
procedure followed. Did you have an ordinary cheque 
book with counterfoils, or what?— -Ho, we did not have an 
ordinary cheque book with counterfoils#

Eight, but you had a gfeeque book which was in 
/) duplicate?-— f• had a duplicate of the cheque itself# 10 

A DUplioate of the cheque itself?— — In exclusion 
of all the printed etter.

Yes, what was it now in duplicate or did you 
have the first copy?-— In triplicate#

In triplicate. Allright. Now then let's take 
it this way - you first have the original cheque?—  
fhat's right.

With all the printing thereon, and provision fdr 
details. We'll come to that later. Then you...what 
happened to that cheque when that was filled in and 20

signed?— fhe original?
Yes?— well, I had to post it to the person oon- 

cerned, hand it to him# 4~
Post it or hand it to the person to whom it was

made payable. Right#
MB# QOAKBR TO JUDSSt My Lord I wonder if I might ask 
the witness to speak up a little bit, a© I am having 
that difficulty in getting the notes?— -Yes#
BY THE OODPg TO fllJBaSSt Speak a little more slowly
and a little more clearly. Counsel over there will n#t 3'
hear what you are saying#

20# I#l# MAKDA.
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the details were filled in, and in due course, either 
was sent to or handed to the person In whose favour it 
was made out?-— That*s right.

Second copy?— We, in the office had the mechanici 
system of bookkeeping, with the result that the second 003 

wjfont to the bookkeeper, who entered the cheque on the 
Ledger Card, and filed the copy in a little folder, 
which copy was eventually forwarded to the client at 
the conclusion of the matter, or if it was, for example,

1a collection matter, at the end of the month together witl 
a Statement of Account.

So that second copy therefore, served as a sort 
of Statement or note of payment which was sent to the 
client with his weekly or monthly statement ?-— That * a 
right.

And the t hi i'd copy?— Was kept in the cheque book.
Jn the cheque book, and that ofcourse, was use# 

by the bookkeeper, end the auditors?-— Quito right.
Now let's deal with the procedure, as to how a 

cheque comes to be tade out. Was there any system of 2C 
requisitioning for a cheque?— fhe re was a system of re
quisitioning for cheques.

What was that system?— Anybody.. .not anybody, 
certain people in the office, could requisition for a 
cheque.

Those people being?-— Mr. James Kaator, Mr. A. 
Kntor, Mr. H. Wolpe, myself, Mr. S. Klein and...

Mr, S, Klein. Who was Mr. S, Klein?— An 
Articled Clerk to Mr, James Kant or,

Eight, Yes?-— Mrs. Bloom, 30
Mrs. Bloom, who is she?-- She used to be in charge
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And did you have special requisition forms?—  
Ihat is so.

And what was the information called for on those 
requisition forms?— The information c Hed for was 
firstly, the amount, secondly, that it was a trust or a 
business oheq.ue, arid the cheque No., thirdly it was in 
favour of whom to be made.

In favour of whom to/ be made. Yes?—— And who 
the client was, the date, and the person authorising it.

»hat about the details, or the reason for the 10 

drawing of the cheque?— That's what I said -Che person 
to be debited, for example say, a cheque had to be made 
out in respect of an accident claim. The cheque was mad© 
out to the person. He was debited re accident claim.

He accident claim. So you had a column there
whioh said He. and then you had to put out the purpose or
the reason for drawing that cheque?-— That is so*

Allright, low was that system in vogue when you 
joined the firm?— No, it was not.

When was it intq&iuaed?— Very, very much later. 2 
When?— When Mr. Wolpe introduced the system,

I think.
Who introduced the systbem?— I think its Mr.

Joffe or Mr. olpe. One of the two.
Mr. Joffe or Mr. Wolpe. You don't know when?—

No, I can't remember*
Allright, and now as far as the actual making out 

of the cheque is concerned. Oh by the way, when this re
quisition was made out, who was it sent to?— fell, it had 
ti> be sent to the bookkeeper. 30

To the bookkeeper?-—  But more often that not, the
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bookkeeper made out tke cheques. — That1 s ri^it.
Allrightv now here I want you to be extremely

careful, and to tell Hia lordship what the position was 
before Wolpe arrived on the scene, where a cheque was 
drawn, was it or was it not, essential to indicate on the 
cheque form the reason for cheque?-— It has always been.

Always. In fact at the bottom of the cheque 
they had - "Pay so and so, the sum of so much re..." 
fhe re you put in the reason for the cheque ?— -Ihat * s right.

And then "client" and you put in the client's 1<
name* Is that right?-- that's right.

Was that eii&feutial or not?—  'JKhat was essential* 
It was essential, and now the payee. What m s  

the procedure adopted before Mr* Wolpe arrived cm the scene' 
— I don't follow your question Doctor?

In regard to the payee, was it or was it not 
necessary to put the payees name?— Yes.

%s It necessary?— It was necessary.
What about the crossing "Not negotiable"? Was 

that ever cancelled or not?— Yes, occasionally it was 2© 
cancelled.

How what was the position with regard to the 
cases, in which the crossing was cancelled, before Wolpe 
arrived on the scene?-— Mr. Kantor was never pleased to see 
a trust cheque with the crossing cancelled*

Mr* Kantor was never pleased to see a trust 
j cheque with the crossing cancelled. Did he insist on any
0 procedure being fol -—  ell, if he noticed that the

crossing was cancelled, he would ask the reason why the 
crossing was cancelled* 30

Au I rt ' He asked the reason why* the crossing was canoelli
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